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Problem…….……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
“NYC leads the nation in the annual search time for a parking spot at 107 hours at the cost of 
$2,243 per driver in wasted time, fuel, and emissions.” Parking is an underlying strain on New 
York City that affects all aspects of the City’s infrastructure and encumbers the lives of its 
inhabitants. To address such issues, a practical solution should be implemented to alleviate the 
burden parking poses on drivers. 

Solution ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Our proposed solution is Spotty, a platform that aims to inform users of the most optimal place 
to park according to their desired destination. This would improve New York City's drivers 
experiences by mitigating the overall energy and time spent searching for elusive parking 
spaces. Utilizing real time live data analyzed by IBM Watson in collaboration with the 
Department of Transportation, Spotty proposes a solution to economic, social, and 
environmental barriers that parking precipitates. 

Case for Urgency ……………………………………………………………………………………... 
It is imperative to understand how Spotty represents a solution to the critical state of parking in 
New York City. Parking as an infrastructure poses a distinctly negative impact within three 
categories; environmental, social, and financial.  

Environmental - One of the most transparent and directly correlated impacts that parking has 
on the environment is the emission of greenhouse gases. According to a study by the EPA, a 
typical vehicle releases 4.6 metric tons of CO2 into the atmosphere per year. These exhaust 
fumes also impact the health of New Yorkers as they are “60 percent more likely to get cancer 
from air pollutants than people nationwide.”  

Social - The most significant impact for those who use a vehicle in New York is the loss of 
social capital. According to the same INRIX study mentioned above, NYC drivers spend on 
average, 107 hours per year searching for a parking space. As a result, this is the most tangible 
statistic felt by the population. 

Extended search times for parking are also dangerous, because they increase the risk of 
accidents. Drivers are more likely to undercompensate the risk associated with the additional 
visual stimulus that street parking presents. Though strides have been taken to improve driver 
safety through initiatives such as Vision Zero, there is an inherent risk associated with drivers 
searching for parking regardless of whether or not they are stationary or in motion. 
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Financial - Decreasing the time spent searching for parking can help bring revenue back into 
the local economy. Continuing with the INRIX study, “63% of respondents said they avoided 
driving to a destination due to the challenge of finding parking, … 39% of respondents avoided 
shopping destinations because of the lack of parking … 26% skipped leisure/sports activities 
and 21% avoided commuting to work.” These statistics add up to a potential loss for the city of 
4.1 billion dollars to New York City.  

 
Spotty Walkthrough ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Spotty is a mobile app platform which provides insight on parking conditions based on the users 
desired destination. By considering traffic and road conditions, Spotty will determine an optimal 
solution and offer its calculated parking options.  
 
Another component of our solution would be the Spotty API which for implementing Spotty 
recommendations within new or existing systems. For example, adding the Spotty API into the 
DOT’s metered parking app, ParkNYC or Google Maps, can provide a deeper insight into a 
user’s journey. 
 
User input and feedback will be a core element of Spotty’s function. Tracking user success in 
finding a parking space through Spotty will return data to make machine learning models more 
accurate. Users will also be able to declare when their occupied parking space is available for 
fellow Spotters.  
 
Data (Resources and Input) ………………………………………………………………………… 
Spotty would utilize quantitative modeling by aggregating data from street parking meters, 
Transcom data, and NYC parking signs and regulations. 
● Parking Meters – Parking meters carry a significant amount of potential and are perhaps 

the essential aspect of leading Spotty’s mission for smart parking. Insights can be derived 
and used to provide value to end users.  

● Transcom– Transcom is a coalition of sixteen transportation agencies within the tri-state 
area. Through E-ZPass transmitters placed throughout the city, they can track the traffic 
flow of the city by pinging vehicles and their locations. This can allow for an accurate 
understanding of traffic flows and trends in and out of the city. 

● Parking Signs and Regulations – Given the static nature of parking signs and regulations, 
Spotty can begin to develop a foundation of constraints for Spotty’s prediction models. 

● Street Sensors - Street Sensors are found in the ground throughout New York. By 
collecting this data, Spotty can gain insights similar to Transcom metrics at a more granular 
scale. 

 
The sources listed above bring plenty of useful traffic congestion and frequency metrics. By 
centralizing New York’s transportation data and utilizing IBM Watson’s Machine Learning 
Services, Spotty can spearhead the future of New York’s smart parking network and contribute 
efficiency and safety to the streets of New York.  
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IBM Watson Machine Learning Services…………………………………………………………….. 
IBM Watson’s Machine Learning stands as the backbone to Spotty’s service. In comparison to 
other transportation applications like Google Maps, Spotty faces different challenges in the 
battle of decreasing the time spent searching for parking. Many different variables involving 
human decisions, such as the likeliness of refilling a meter or the length of time at a parking 
space, must be considered to offer accurate solutions to end-users. This is why IBM Watson 
Machine Learning is required; covering the breadth of all possible interactions users have with 
their parking could not be done without the proposed models.  
 
Using the data sources listed above, statistical models can be trained and back-tested to 
determine parking patterns. Transcom and street sensor data models track traffic frequency and 
congestion. Modeling parking meter data allows Spotty to consider probabilistic measures, 
determining how likely and when a given space will be available. Layering the stated models 
with parking signs and regulations, lawful constraints can be considered to ensure the parking 
spots offered by Spotty are legal and parkable places. Weighing in the outcomes of each model, 
IBM Watson Machine Learning can assist Spotty in developing a practical solution based on the 
current driving conditions. 
 
Impact …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
The short term goal with using Spotty is to reduce parking search times by 15% for every driver. 
Yearly this represents 16 hours spent away from the wheel and $336.35 back into the economy 
per person. For NYC, this represents preventing 19,500 metric tons of CO2 emissions per year. 
 
As the population increases, the effects of parking will grow exponentially and the infrastructure 
in place today will be unable to scale with it. Spotty can serve as a practical solution to a 
problem that plagues New York.  
 
Conclusion ….………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
There are technological solutions embedded into every part of the driving experience, with 
navigation platforms such as Google Maps and more recently, the ability for cars to drive 
themselves. Parking, however, is squarely a 20th-century problem with few technical solutions 
of value. 
 
For users, Spotty grants a more complete transportation experience, more information at their 
fingertips and less time spent behind the wheel. Additionally, Spotty will be beneficial for those 
who do not drive in New York City, as with clearer streets, the services that rely on the road can 
arrive more quickly.  
 
By teaming up with the Department of Transportation and harnessing the power of IBM 
Watson’s Machine Learning and AI, Spotty represents a solution to the economic, social, and 
environmental problems that parking poses to New York City. 
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